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on the theory side, inventor supports a variety of options for creating parametric curves. the
simplest type, lines, allow you to draw parametric horizontal and vertical curves from endpoints. you
can also draw splines from endpoints, and points. the latter, which resemble splines, draw lines using
endpoints and intermediate nodes as well as curve types. i've even seen one named curve with an
extra "x" to make it easy to draw curves from any point. when autocad inventor 2011 was released,
autocad 2010's vector modeler was also discontinued. but inventor has vector modeling tools. one of
the easiest is the circle tool. simply position the cursor over a point on the curve, and click the
control key and the mouse button. you see the cursor rotate around the point. similarly, you can add
the weight of a solid circle, offset circle and marker. you can also use the circle tool to create spline-
like shapes. of course, the spline tools work for horizontal and vertical lines and arc sections. you can
also assign properties to objects. for example, if you assign circle to a ring, you can use this feature
to assign an opening or closing command. in addition, inventor now has a page tool. press the p key
and drag the mouse to draw shapes. if you click the p key again, you can draw page breaks. there is
an unlimited number of page breaks. note that the p key doesn't work in "chapter mode." this mode
divides parametric curves and solids into pages of a specified size. you can use the g command to
set the page size. you can also use the page tool to set the page orientation. inventor supports four
different pages: landscape, portrait, portrait with the next page to the right (typically left-to-right)
and portrait with the next page to the left (typically right-to-left).
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